
This month, Vuth Lyno is showing his work at the SASA Bassac gallery, a “new space for 
contemporary art” in Phnom Penh. Lift culture critic Ouk Elita took in his exhibit and sat 

down with the artist to find out what the exhibit means to the man who created it. 

If you can’t get to the SASA Bassac gallery in person, you can check out selections 
from past exhibits featuring the work of young Cambodian artists at sasaart.info 

I walked in and took time 
to observe all of their 
faces one more time. 
Behind each one was a 

story waiting to be heard 
and understood. 

Vuth Lyno, Lion, 2011, Digital C-Print, 60x90cm

I t was immediately obvious to those in attend-
ance for the opening of Vuth Lyno’s exhibit 
Thoamada, which will be shown at  SASA 
gallery until the end of the month, that this 

was not your typical Phnom Penh photo 
fare. 

As soon as I entered the gallery I found 
myself encircled by massive portrait photo-
graphs hanging from the ceiling. I adjusted to 
the unique presentation and saw that nine 
different men were each wearing unique 
makeup and looking seriously at the camera. 
My eyes alone still couldn’t figure out what it 
all meant, but then I realised that each photo 
was accompanied by audio clips of the men 
telling their own stories of love, hate, happi-
ness and sadness. 

The creator of this exhibit, Vuth Lyno, is a 
29-year-old Cambodian who, along with the 
other five members of an all-male artists col-
lective  that called themselves Stiev (rebel), has 
been at the centre of a resurgence of the arts 
in Phnom Penh. 

For this exhibit, Vuth Lyno collaborated with 
his subjects, who are all self-identifying men 
who have sex with men (MSM), to compile 
anecdotes, audio recordings and create a 
visual aesthetic that would encourage people 
to confront the complexity of their identities. 

I was among the first people to arrive at SASA 
Bassac on the opening night and the atmos-
phere was quiet yet calming. I began circling 
the portraits, taking a closer look to try to read 
the stories behind the masks painted on each 
of their faces. One of the men painted a colour-
ful butterfly on his face that seemed to me to 
be very much alive. 

I picked up the mp3 player placed on a pole 
just below the photo and began listening. He 

was a charming man. He talked about his life 
and how he grew up to learn that he was dif-
ferent. He talked of his first love in the same 
way any teenage boy would,  except that his 
first love was a man. 

One by one, I listened to other audio clips. 
The nine men shared a sexual preference for 
men, but apart from that, each story was 
entirely unique. So too were the paintings on 
each of their faces, which were meant to con-
vey another piece of their personal narrative 
- their identity. 

One painted their face like a yeak (giant). 
Another has a Cambodian flag painted across 
the features of his face.

People kept trickling in to the gallery, and 
eventually so did Vuth Lyno. Despite his hectic 

day, he immediately began greeting each of 
the guests at that evening’s event. Eventually, 
he even managed to sit down with me to talk 
about his life as an artist and how he came to 
be where he is today.

Vuth Lyno was born to a middle-class fam-
ily, educated at a good school and he says he 
had a fairly easy life. He studied Information 
Technology at university and took a photog-
raphy course at the French Cultural Centre. It 
was on  trip to the field as a photographer that 
he had an epiphany. 

“I was a city boy. It was when I started work-
ing that I went to communities with problems 
and saw many forms of difficulties... from 
orphans, HIV patients, to disabled people....”

These trips also led to the blossoming of  

Vuth Lyno’s relationship with photography, as 
both an art form and a way to document the 
world around him. His first exhibition was in 
2007, and he had another one in 2008 before 
receiving a scholarship to enroll in an MBA in 
Social Science programme in Melbourne, Aus-
tralia  

“My time in Australia and back home gave 
me a break to think about what I really want 
to do in life,” he told me. Eventually, he decid-
ed to be a part of the change he wanted to see 
through his art.

Lyno took interest in the LGBT community 
in Cambodia and his project went from there. 
Starting with two men and working his way 
up to nine, Lyno worked closely with the group, 
giving them  time to open up and share their 
experiences and feelings with each other, and 
eventually with the public.  

“There are varieties among them and I want 
people to understand who they really are,” he 
said. 

Before I left, I snuck between two of the pho-
tos that formed the circle at the centre of the 
exhibit so that I became the centre of the 
exhibit. With their giant faces looking in at me, 
I took the time to really look back and try to 
see what they wanted me to see. 

Behind each and every one of them was a 
lifetime of stories waiting to be heard and a 
young man waiting to be accepted. 

I walked out of the gallery that night with an 
understanding, and sense of caring, about a 
community that I had previously given little 
thought to. 

I remembered Vuth Lyno telling me that he 
envisioned his art being the change he want-
ed to see. I was grateful to be a part of it.  
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អ៊ុក អេលីតា

នៅ សសបាសាក់ នៅថ្ងៃអង្គារ៍ ទី១៧
កន្លងទៅនៃះមានបើកសម្ពោធពិព័រណ៍

សិលៃបៈថ្មីមួយទៀតដៃលលើកនៃះមានភាព
ខុសប្លៃកខុសពីសព្វមួយដង។វាជាការដាក់តំាង
បង្ហាញរូបភាពមនុសៃសបៃសុរូបភាពខ្នាតធំចំនួន៩
ផ្ទាងំ ដៃលពួកគាត់ទំាងអស់មានគូរមុខ រូបនិង
ពណ៌ខុសៗ គា្នា។រូបនីមួយៗមានខៃសៃអាត់សមៃប់
ឲៃយអ្នកចូលទសៃសនាសា្ដាប់ពីជីវិតរបស់អ្នកទំាងនោះ
ទំាងការសបៃបាយ និងរឿងកំសត់។សិលៃបៈនៃះ
ហៅថា ធម្មតា ហើយតៃវូបានបង្កើតឡើងដោយ 
លោកវុធលីណូដៃលបានបញ្ចប់ការសិកៃសានៅ
បៃទៃសអូសៃ្តាលី។លោកវុធលីណូបានធ្វើការ
ជាមួយបុរសទំាង៩នៅក្នងុរូបថតដៃលជាបុរស
សៃឡាញ់បុរសដើមៃបីឲៃយពួកគាត់និយាយបៃប់
ពីរឿងរ៉ាវរបស់គាត់។
ខ្ញុំបានទៅដល់សសបាសាក់នៅពៃលមិនសូវ

ទាន់មានមនុសៃសមា្នាចៃើនទៅដល់នៅឡើយទៃ។
ពៃលចូលទៅដល់ទីនោះបរិយាកាសគឺស្ងប់សា្ងាត់
ហើយរូបគំនូរទំាង៩ផ្ទាងំនោះនៅចំកណ្ដាលតៃ
ម្ដង។ខ្ញុំដើរមើលជំុវិញរូបថតទំាងអស់ដោយ
សង្កៃតមើលទឹកមុខរបស់មនុសៃសមា្នាក់ៗ ។ក្នងុនោះ
មានបុរសមា្នាក់គូរមុខរបស់គាត់រូបមៃអំបៅយា៉ាង
សៃស់សា្អាត។ខ្ញុចំាប់យកមា៉ាសីុនmp3ដៃលដាក់
នៅខងកៃមរូប ហើយសា្ដាប់ការរៀបរប់ពី
រឿងរ៉ាវរូបនោះ។គាត់ជាមនុសៃសមា្នាក់ដៃលរួស
រយ។គាត់និយាយពីស្នៃហាដំបូងរបស់គាត់មាន
បៃវត្តិដូចក្មៃងបៃុសជំទង់ដទៃទៀតដៃរ បុ៉ន្តៃ
សងៃសាររបស់គាត់គឺជាបៃសុ។ខ្ញុំបានសា្ដាប់រឿងអ្នក
ដទៃទៀតម្ដងមួយៗ ។វាមានសាច់រឿងខុសប្លៃកពី
គា្នា។ មានបុរសមា្នាក់គូរមុខខ្លនួគាត់ជាមុខយកៃស
មា្នាក់ទៀតរូបទង់ជាតិបៃទៃសកម្ពជុា។រូបទំាងអស់
តំណងពីខ្លនួគាត់និងសា្ថានភាពនៅក្នងុសង្គម។
កៃយមកមនុសៃសក៏ចាប់ផ្ដើមមកចៃើនឡើង

ហើយលោកវុធលីណូក៏មកដល់ផងដៃរ។ទោះ

បីជាលោកជាប់វល់យា៉ាងណក្ដីក៏គាត់ឆ្លៀត
ពៃលដើមៃបីនិយាយពីខ្លនួគាត់ និងការងរ
សិលៃបៈបៃប់ដល់ខ្ញុដំៃរ។
លោកលីណូកើតនៅក្នងុគៃសួារដៃលមានជីវ-

ភាពសមរមៃយ។គាត់បានសិកៃសាផ្នៃកព័ត៌មានវិទៃយា។
ជាងនៃះទៅទៀតគាត់បានរៀនថា្នាក់ថតរូបនៅ
មជៃឈមណ្ឌលវបៃបធម៌បារំង។នៅពៃលលោក
លីណូ ចុះទៅតាមខៃត្តដើមៃបីជួយថតរូបការគិត
របស់គាត់បានផ្លាស់ប្ដរូ។លោកបានបញ្ជាក់ថា៖
«ខ្ញុំបានឃើញការលំបាកជាចៃើន ដូចជាក្មៃង
កំពៃអ្នកផ្ទកុមៃរោគអៃដស៍និងជនពិការ»។
ពិព័រណ៍ដំបូងបង្អស់របស់លោកលីណូ គឺនៅ

ឆ្នា២ំ០០៧ ហើយបនា្ទាប់មកទៀត គឺធ្វើនៅឆ្នាំ
២០០៨។ នៅឆ្នាំដដៃលនៃះ គាត់បានទទួល
អាហារូបករណ៍ ទៅសិកៃសាថា្នាក់អនុបណ្ឌតិផ្នៃក
វិទៃយាសាសៃ្តសង្គមនៅបៃទៃសអូសៃ្តាលី។លោក
បានឲៃយដឹងថា៖«ចនោ្លាះពៃលនៅបៃទៃសអូសៃ្តាលី
និងមកកម្ពជុាវិញបានផ្ដល់ពៃលឲៃយខ្ញុំគិតពីអ្វីដៃល
ខ្ញុចំង់ធ្វើ»។គាត់សមៃចចិត្តធ្វើការជួយដល់សង្គម
តាមរយៈការងររូបថតរបស់គាត់។

លោកវុធលីណូបានចាប់អារម្មណ៍ទៅលើបញ្ហា
កៃមុអ្នកសៃឡាញ់ភៃទដូចគា្នាហើយគាត់ក៏ចាប់
ផ្ដើមធ្វើការងរនៃះ។ ដំបូងឡើយគាត់ធ្វើការជា
មួយបុរស២នាក់ ហើយបនា្ទាប់មកគាត់ធ្វើការ
ជាមួយបុរសដល់ទៅ៩នាក់។លោកលីណូបាន
ចំណយពៃលធ្វើការជាមួយពួកគាត់ដើមៃបីឲៃយពួក
គាត់ និយាយទំលាយពីរឿងផ្ទាល់ខ្លនួ។លោក 
បន្តទៀតថា៖«ពួកគាត់មា្នាក់ៗ ខុសពីគា្នា ហើយខ្ញុំ
ចង់ឲៃយសាធារណៈជនយល់ពីពួកគាត់»។
រង្វង់រូបថតនោះ មានចនោ្លាះមួយ ដៃលអាចឲៃយ

មនុសៃសដើរចូលបាន។ខ្ញុំបានដើរចូលទៅដើមៃបី
មើលរូបដដៃល។ រូបមា្នាក់ៗ បង្កប់នូវរឿងដៃលតៃវូ
ឲៃយយើងដឹងនិងទទួលសា្គាល់។លោកវុធលីណូ
បានធ្វើឲៃយមានការបៃបៃលួ។ខ្ញុំដឹងពៃះខ្ញុំដើរ
ចៃញពីទីនោះដោយមានការយល់ដឹងនិងគិតទៅ
ដល់កៃមុអ្នកសៃឡាញ់ភៃទដូចគា្នាដៃលពីមុនខ្ញុំមិន
ដៃលគិតទៅដល់ទាល់តៃសោះ៕

នៅសបា្តាហ៍នៃះវុធលីណូបានបង្ហាញសា្នាដៃសិលៃបៈនៅសស
បាសាក់ដៃលជាវិចិតៃសាលដាក់បង្ហាញពីសិលៃបៈសម័យ
ទំនើប។អ៊ុកអៃលីតាបានទៅផ្តិតយកនូវរូបភាពទាំងនោះ។

រូបនីមួយៗមានខៃសៃអាត់
សមៃប់ឲៃយអ្នកចូលទសៃសនា
សា្តាប់ពីជីវិតរបស់រូបទំាងនោះ
ទំាងសបៃបាយនិងកំសត់

facebook.com/
liftcambodia

WEIGH
in @

Check out Vuth Lyno’s 
paintings for yourself and 

let us know what you think.

Vuth Lyno, Thoamada, 2011

SASA Bassac Gallery
#18 2nd Floor, Sothearos Blvd.

Open: Thu - Fri, 2pm-6pm
Sat - Sun, 10am-6pm
Phone: 077 374 110

Web: www.sasabassac.com
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